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Students are expected to dress in a manner so as not to be disruptive to the school 
atmosphere. Any student who is sent to the office or home to have their clothes changed; or 
has to wait for clothes to be brought to school will be considered tardy to class.  Repeated 
violations of the dress code will result in appropriate disciplinary action. 

 
1.   Students will not be allowed in the building barefooted or in house shoes. 
2.   Shorts, skirts and dresses must reach mid-thigh. Low cut pants, pajama pants or pants 

worn below the pelvic bones are not allowed. 
3.   Shirts must be buttoned at all times. No belly shirts. All shirts must cover the waistband 

and belt area (no undergarments should ever be exposed). When you raise your arms 
above your head, skin should not show around the waist area. 

4.   Fishnet shirts, tank tops, manipulated shirts or trousers, sleeveless undershirts and/or 
basketball jerseys are not to be worn as an outer garment unless there is a sleeved shirt 
underneath. Lace shirts, see-through shirts, tank tops, low-cut shirts, and other 
sleeveless shirts are not allowed. This includes open back, lace back, and other revealing 
garments. 

5.   Visible markings (graphic art/written, etc…) displaying any degree of vulgarity or 
profanity, or of a derogatory nature are prohibited. Advertisements for tobacco 
products, illegal drugs or alcoholic beverages are prohibited. Offensive language or 
pictures on clothing or accessories is prohibited. 

6.   Chains, collars, excessive piercings are not permitted. Students may have one piercing 
in addition to ear piercing. 

7.   Intentional handwriting on any clothing or exposed skin is not allowed. 
8.   Hats may not be worn or carried in the building. Hoods and other head coverings are 

not permitted at any time. 
9.   Clothing with holes above the knee is permissible only when the skin cannot be seen. 
10. When wearing leggings, yoga pants, or other tight fitting pants, the top must reach mid - 

thigh, covering both front and back. 
11. Any garment deemed to be detrimental to everyday operation of the school is 

prohibited. 
 
Students who wear an inappropriate garment will call their parents to bring them an 

appropriate garment or wear those supplied by the school (oversized T-shirts will be 

provided). Parents will be notified if the student needs different pants/shorts/skirts. Refusal to 

comply or follow the above stated items will result in assignment to before school detention, 

ISS, or further disciplinary action (including, but not limited to suspension). 


